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THE METALLURGY  OF GOLD.
of quartz ore per day through a 40-mesh screen. The Bryan Mill has been introduced on the Pacific Coast, in Mexico, and in Australia for crushing gold ores.
The Chilian Mill and other line grinders are described in Chap. X.
The Tyrolean Mill.—In Hungary, in Transylvania, and in the Tyrol, the principle of separation of the operations of crushing and amalgamation is still successfully used, the mills employed having a strong resemblance to the amalgamation pans described below (pp. 223-227). In some districts of Hungary and Transylvania, California!! stamps have been recently introduced, displacing to some extent the square German stamps, but the amalgamation is still effected in bowls or pans, called in Germany "" Quickmills," which are the modern equivalents of the old Tyrolean mills still to be found .at work in certain retired valleys in the Eastern Alps (see p. 152). The best known of these modern machines are the tichenuiitz Mill and the Lazzlo Amalgamator.
The HcJtetMiitz Mill, shown in Fig. !>(J, closely resembles the ancient form
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and is always used in pairs, one overflowing into the other. It consists of a cast-iron bowl, about 2 feet in diameter at the top and IS inches ut the bottom, with an internal depth of 7 inches. A massive wooden muller, ,B, hollowed out inside in the form of a cone, is suspended in the bowl by the iron rods, 0, and is revolved at the rate of about thirty turns per minute. About 2(> Ibs. of mercury are charged into the bowl, and the lower face of the muller is set with twenty iron teeth, I), placed radially, which almost touch the mercury and force the pulp (delivered into the mill from the trough, E) outwards towards the periphery of the bowl, whence it overflows into the second mill.1
In the neighbourhood of Scheinnitx, in Hungary, lead ores, containing
1 Hclmabel and Louis, J/efr/////./•//#, 1905, vol. i., p. i)(Jl.

